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The Wan is making a "cor.1eback ... The Atlanta murders are news for a year. Anti-"alien" jingoism and 
the cries of "white rights'' and "reverse discrimination" are being raised throughout the country. Racism 
and racist ,;,.iolence are on the upsurge in the United States today. while the ne\,\l economic policies of the 
federal government target minorities for increased economic and political repression in the years to come. 
The intensity and scopE> of the current racist attack on the working class challenges the communist 
movement to take the lead in the struggle against racism and national oppression. 

Communists have recognized the centrality of this particular question. more or less. for the last fifty 
years. We h,we seen the need to take up the numerous practical <!nd theoretical questions bound up with 
racism and the struggle against it. Unfortunately, taking the period as a whole, the communist movement 
has faiied to lead either the practical or theoretical struggles. At different periods and in p;:1rticular mass 
snuggles. communists have been in the lead. But the anti-racist struggle remc1ins dominated by reformist 
and petit-oourgeo:s leadership incapable of meeting the present racist offensive or charting the way 
fo;ward to the elimination of racism. 

'The Need �or Theoretical And Political Clarity Now 

Today, more than ever before, the communist movement is challer.ged to confront the questions of 
racism and national oppression in all their forms. But we lack the necessary political and theoretical clarity 
�o wage this struggle effectively. Theoretically, the communist movement remains thoroughly confused. 
Fc:mulaticns such as '•proletarian nations." "nations of a new type." and "internal colonies" have 
, ·:-,:1,blr:ed w"ith sterJe dogmatism to plague the communist movement in our recent attempts to analyze 
, ·:2se quP.stions. It is primarily this theoretical confusion which has resulted in the inability of the 
u�: n:!�t:nist movement to provide political leadership and move to the center of the struggles against

c ·-::-;�:, ,1 c:nd national oppression.
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